
Page One

4 panels
3 rows

1 on top
1 in the center
2 on the bottom

The panels in this page sit in front of a giant drawing of Yggdrasil, The World Tree, which sits in 
the background of the page, peaking through the negative space of the gutter between the panels.

1.1
Bird's-eye-view Odin stands on the balcony of an ivory tower, looking down at the earth with a look 
of disgust.

He's in full battle armor, wearing an ivory-horned Viking helmet, has a rune-covered broadswoard 
strapped to his back, and there's a perfectly spherical wooden orb tucked into his right eye socket 
where the eyeball should be. He's missing a tooth.

Caption
High above the vulgar realms Odin stands in an ivory tower carved from the bones of those foolish 

enough to oppose his terrible will.

1.2
Closer on Odin.  He has one arm fully extended.  At the end of that arm is an outstretched 
forefinger.  On the end of that forefinger sits a perched raven.  There's a matching raven behind him, 
looking like he's fit to land, too.

raven #1 (black word balloon w/white lettering)
Kaw!

raven #2 (black word balloon w/white lettering)
Kaw!

1.3
Close-up on Odin's face.  Face screwed up.  Hocking up a loogie. 

1.4
Odin spits off the balcony down onto Earth.

Odin (small)
*ptew*

 



Page Two

5 panels
3 rows

1 on topic
1 in the middle
3 on the bottom

2.1
Thor stands in front of a dozen female devils (who look like they were drawn by Coop and who're 
wearing Red Sonja-esque metal bikinis).

Caption
Elsewhere, in one of the more fun Martian Hells, Odin's son introduces himself to the locals.

Thor
Thor is good at two things:

Thor
--lovemaking and murdering.

2.2
Flashback to Thor doing battle with an army of Fire Elementals.  Swingin' his hammer like there's 
no tomorrow.

Caption
"And I spent the entire morning slaying Cinder Orcs by the score".

Thor (bold)
Feel the sting of mighty Mjolnir, flaming fiends!

2.3
The Martian Devil Women don't care.  We focus on the indifference in their faces.

Random Devil Woman
Yawn.

2.4
Cut back to Thor, who is now holding a fat baggie full of white powder in each hand.

Thor
Plus my half-brother hooked me up with enough delicious Midgardian cocaine to kill a troll!

2.5
Same layout as 2.3, only those Martian Devil Women are now super excited.



Page Three

5 panels
3 rows

1 up top
2 in the center
2 at the very bottom

3.1
Cut back to Odin standing in his balcony.  He's wiping spittle from his mouth with the back of his 
hand.  A raven rests on either shoulder. 

Odin
My soft son.

Odin
My disapointment.

Odin
My shame.

3.2
Odin brings both fists crashing down on upon the balcony railing.

Odin
I fought, killed, raped thousands to command the respect I wield like a broadsword today.

Odin
And for what?  To raise an heir unworthy to polish the jewels in its hilt?

3.3
Holy lightning pierces the heavens, illuminating all of the nine realms in its violent glare.

SFX (near lightning bolt)
KRA-KA-THOOM!

Caption
"I say thee nay!"

3.4
Cut back to Martian Hell.  Thor is fully nude (except for his jewelry), has two Martian she-devils 
kneeling before him, blowing him off-screen.  His hands rest on the back of each of their heads.

He's looking up inquisitively, as if suddenly interrupted.  There are slight crackles of mystical 
electricity all around him.

The other Martian she-devil are scattered around the page either making out or snorting coke off of 
each other's asses or both.  

Odin (speaking telepathically, floating almost as if it's a sound effect) (Bold)
Thor!



Thor (thought balloon)
All-Father...?

Odin (speaking telepathically, floating almost as if it's a sound effect)
You abomination!

Odin (speaking telepathically, floating almost as if it's a sound effect)
You should-be-abortion!

Odin (speaking telepathically, floating almost as if it's a sound effect)
I cast you out to live in the world of mortals, politicians, vegans, and lawyers.

3.5
Thor materializes in present day Chicago, as nude as he was in the previous panel.  He's crouching 
on the sidewalk.  Passersby are panicking at his sudden arrival.  Wisps of electricity bounce around 
his body.  His hairs stand on end, as if he was slightly electrocuted.  He's supremely irritated.

Caption
Midgard

Caption
(More specifically:  Earth)

Caption
(Even more specifically: Chicago, Illinois)

Thor
....

Thor
Father.



Page Four

6 panels
3 rows

1 horizontal panel up top
3 in the center
1 horizontal panel on the bottom

4.1
Thor looks up into the sky and shakes a fist at the heavens.  

Thor
You could at least let me have my hammer, you dried up old scrotum of a God-King!

4.2
A small dot appeas in the sky.  It's Thor's hammer, and it's thousands of feet away from us.

4.3
The dot grows larger.  It's hundreds of feet away from us.

4.4
The dot is no longer a dot.  It's definitely the hammer and it's definitely a few yards away from us.

4.5
Thor's hand is covering his face.  He's looking up at the sky from between his middle and third 
finger.  Like Wile E. Coyote waiting for an anvil to fall.

Thor
Frost Giants of Jotunheim...

Thor
This is going to hurt like a mother--

4.6
Bird's-eye-view of a crater where Thor stood in 4.5.  

SFX (hand-drawn, trailing out of the crater)
KA-THRAK!

Thor (weak)(also trailing out of the crater)
...fucker.



Page Five

4 panel grid

5.1
Thor crawls out of the crater, to the astonishment of the passersby ravended around.  

5.2
Nude, beaten-up Thor gestures to a group of gangbangers.  The gangbangers are all wearing purple 
bandannas (some one their heads, some around their necks, some on the lower half of their face like 
an old-west bandit, etc).

Thor
Greetings, mortals!

Thor
The son of Odin has need of your pants and local currency.  

5.3
Focus on the gangbangers.  They've all pulled guns.

Thor
...

5.4
Thor makes a dismissive towards the gangbangers with his hand.

He's bent over, stifling a laugh and slapping his other knee.  

Thor
Keep your bandannas.  

Thor
The son of Odin finds them tacky.  



Page Six

5 panels
3 rows

1 horizontal panel up top
3 in the center
2 on the bottom

6.1
The gangbangers open fire on Thor.  We're staring down the barrel of their guns, looking at them 
from Thor's point-of-view.

SFX (hand drawn) (near guns)
Bam!  Bam!  Bam!

6.2
 Thor smiles and shrugs off the bullets.  

SFX (hand drawn) (near bullet impact sights in Thor's skin)
Ptang!  Ptang!  Ptang!

Thor
Feh.

6.3
Nude-ass Thor swings his hammer into one of the gangbangers.  The gangbanger crumples like an 
origami swan.  Horrifically violent.

SFX (hand drawn)(near impact)
Smash!

6.4
Thor fully extends each arm in a macho gesture of bad assery.  Like those "come at me, bro!" meme 
photos on the internet.

Thor
Who else dares to sting the skin of the Odinson?

6.5
Pan up to a rooftop overlooking the battle.

There's a black Parkour practitioner in an Adidas track suit, a domino mask and running shoes 
perched on the edge of the roof.  Probably next to a gargoyle.

He goes by "The Street Ghost".  All of his word balloon trails look like ghost tails.

Street Ghost (ghostly)
Wow.

Street Ghost (ghostly) (small)
Just when you've thought you've seen everything...



6.6
Street Ghost leaps off the roof in a fancy parkour way.  He's smiling wide.  He has a cell phone in 
one hand.

Street Ghost (ghostly)
This one's gonna be a doozy and a half.



Page Seven

5 panels
3 rows

3 on top
1 in the middle
1 on the bottom

7.1
Blackest Terror (in costume) has his ear to a landline phone he has just answered.  He's in his 
garage, which has been decked out to be a lethal version of the Fortress of Solitude. Wall-to-wall 
guns, ammunition, and copies of his standard uniform.

There's a black motorcycle with a skull emblem freshly stenciled onto it.  There's a wet stencil on 
the ground and a couple of white spraypaint cans are scattered around it.  

There's a window open to let out the paint fumes.   

Blackest Terror
This is Bee Tee.

Blackest Terror
Ghost?

7.2
Street Ghost dives in through the open window.

Blackest Terror (bold)
God Damn!

Street Ghost (ghostly)
Heya.

7.3
Blackest Terror has Street Ghost by his collar.  He's shaking him angrily.

Street Ghost is laughing at the whole thing and shrugging slightly.  All smiles.

We get the impression that Street Ghost is letting Blackest Terror physically manipulate him.  Street 
Ghost looks a little more weightless than he should be.  

Blackest Terror
How'd you even know I was here?

Street Ghost (ghostly)
You answered your landline.

Blackest Terror
...

Blackest Terror
You got me.



7.4
Blackest Terror has let go of Street Ghost.  They're both brushing themselves off.

Street Ghost's smiles has spread to B.T.

Blackest Terror
So what brings your crazy ass to my neck of the woods, Street Ghost?

Street Ghost (ghostly)
There's an unkillable white boy about six blocks away tearing through local brothers like they were 

made of wet tissue paper.

7.5
Black Terror cocks a gun, stares at the reader.  Dead serious.

Blackest Terror
There's no such thing.

 



Page Eight

6 panels
3 rows

3 up top
1 in the center
2 on the bottom

8.1
Close-up on Blackest Terror.  He's talking to Street Ghost.

Blackest Terror
You want a lift?

8.2
Close-up on Street Ghost.  He's grinning and winking at us.

8.3
Blackest Terror's eyes are closed.  He has both palms up and he's quietly laughing at himself.

Blackest Terror
Right...

Blackest Terror
Right...

Blackest Terror
Sorry I asked.

8.4
Street Ghost leaping across the Chicago skyline.

Street Ghost (ghostly) (small)
Psh.

Street Ghost (ghostly)
"Do you want a ride?" he asks.

8.5
Cut back to Black Terror in his garage, sitting on his motorcycle.  He's wearing a utility belt with a 
gun holster on each hip.  There's a katana slung across his back. A couple grenades shaped like 
skulls dangle from his sword's strap.

Black Terror
One hundred forty five pounds of black Kryptonite coming up.



Page Nine

6 Panels
3 rows

1 on top
4 in the middle
1 on the bottom

9.1
Thor stands in front of a police barricade.  There's a whole squadron of cops with guns pointed at 
him.

The Chief of Police addressed Thor from behind a megaphone.

Chief of Police (electronic burst)
Set down your weapons and place your hands behind your head immediately or we will open fire.

Thor
Feh.

Thor
You're like insects.  

Thor
A whole realm of nothing but buzzing little insects.  

Thor
Barely worth the energy it takes to swat you. 

9.2
Thor uses his hammer to deflect bullets.  It's angled toward the left.

SFX (near deflected bullets)
Ptang!  Ptang!

9.3
Thor deflects more bullets.  It's angled towards the right.

SFX (near deflected bullets)
Ptang!  Ptang!

9.4
More deflection.  Angled to the left.

SFX (near deflected bullets)
Ptang!  Ptang!

9.5
More deflection. Angled to the right.

SFX (near deflected bullets)
Ptang!  Ptang!



9.6
Thor hoists Mjolnir high above his head and summons the biggest thunderbolt we've ever seen.  His 
aura crackles with electric energy. 

Little electric tendrils branch off of the thunderbolt and attach themselves to each of the cops.

The cops are so electrocuted their skeletons show.  They look like x-ray photos.

SFX (near thunderbolt)
KRA-KOOM!



Page Ten

4 panels
3 rows

10.1
Blackest Terror on his motorcyle skidding to a halt.  His motorcyle is perpedicular to the reader  

Smoke raises from the wheels.  

As cool as Kaneda ever was.

10.2
Blackest Terror still sitting on his motorcycle.  He tosses those skull shaped grenades at the reader 
(Thor).

10.3
Thor catches one of those skull shaped grenades in the hand that isn't clutching his hammer.

Thor
And who are you suppoed to be?

10.4
Blackest Terror has stepped off of his motorcyle.  He has drawn his sword.

Blackest Terror
Death.



Page Eleven

4 panels
3 rows

2 on top
1 in the middle
1 at the bottom

11.1
Thor looks down at the skull-shaped grenade he's holding as it explodes.  A look of shock on his 
face.

Thor
Oh.

SFX (near bomb)
Boom!

11.2
The explosion sends Thor rocketing backward through a brick comic book storefront.  The sign on 
the building says "Heroes and Villains".  

SFX (near exploded wall)
CRASH!

11.3
Thor sits in a pile of burning comics and crumbling bricks, rubbing his head.

Comic books are tossed around like newspapers in the wind in a Will Eisner story.  Among them are 
Horrible Little People, the cover of our Zombies Vs. Cheerleaders issue, and the cover to Blackest 
Terror #1.

11.4
Blackest Terror looms over Thor in silhouette. 

Thor is still rubbing his head, stunned.  Feebly trying to push himself up of the floor.

Blackest Terror
I see the rumors of your invulnerability have been exaggerated.



Page Twelve

4 panels
3 rows

1 on top
1 in the middle
2 on the bottom

12.1
Worm's-eye-view.  Blackest Terror points a gun at Thor.

Blackest Terror
Armor-piercing hollow points.

Blackest Terror
You have four seconds to convince me not to do what I'm definitely about to do.

12.2
Thor reaches up towards Blackest Terror, gesturing for B.T. to help pull him up.

Thor
Finally!

Thor
An equal.

12.3
Blackest Terror takes Thor's hand, begings to pull him to his feet.

Thor
Let us rest our fists for a moment and I'll tell you the tale of a handsome young God of Storms and 

his meteoric fall to Earth. 

Blackest Terror
...

12.4
B.T. Stares at Thor incredulously as he yanks a loose tooth out of his bloodied mouth.

There's a Rex Reagan poster on the wall behind them. 

Blackest Terror
You know your ass is crazy as all get out, right?



Page 13

3 panels
2 rows

1 on top
2 on the bottom

13.1
Thor, Blackest Terror and Street Ghost sit at a table in a Mexican restaurant eating burritos and 
sipping horchata.  

Thor is eating as if he hasn't in years.  Black Terror and Street Ghost look at him like the weirdo he 
is, cautiously eating nachos.

Thor
Dark Elves of Svartalheim!

Thor
They're more delicious than Asgardian golden apples!

Street Ghost
They're called "burritos".  We always get 'em after a fight.  Sort of a tradition.

Thor
Ah!  The son of Odin knows well the value of a good post-combat ritual.

Thor
Tell me, warriors of Midgard—to which Gods do you pray?

13.2
A bunch of fellow burrito-eaters gawk at the reader (our three companions).

13.3
 Blackest Terror yells at them, chunks of burrito falling out of his mouth as he does so.  

Blackest Terror
Bitch, can I help you?

Blackest Terror
God Damn...



Page Fourteen

4 panels
2 rows

3 on top
1 on the bottom

14.1
Blackest Terror gestures towards Thor with a burrito.

Blackest Terror
Well, we've got a guy.  He's not as...proactive as you are.  But you two do have a lot in common, 

come to think of it...

Blackest Terror
Son of God, exiled to Earth to further his father's agenda, yadda yadda yadda...

Thor
What'd he do to make himself worthy of your peoples' devoted adoration?

Blackest Terror
Well, legend is that he died for us.  Let his ass get hammered to a crucifix so that his blood could 

wash away a curse his father stained our souls with at the dawn of creation. 

14.2
Thor stares at Street Angel and Blackest Terror as if they just told him the most ridiculous story of 
all time.  Equal parts contempt and embarassment.

Thor
Seriously?

Thor
He died for you?  That's all?

Thor
That's...

Thor
That's just embarassing.

14.3
Thor stands up, brings his hammer crashing down onto table, sends nachos and styrofoam cups of 
rice soaring everywhere.  His aura crackles with electricity again.

Thor
What you mortals need is a God who will fight on your behalf...You don't need a God who'll allow 

himself to be nailed to a plank of wood.  You need the kind of God who'll man up and swing the 
hammer!



14.4
Foreground:  The staring patrons from 13.2 react to Thor having destroyed the table.

Background: Black Terror and Street Ghost are still sitting, sipping horchata out of oversized 
styrofoam cups.

Random Patron
Holy--

Other Random Patron
Gasp!

Blackest Terror
You're preaching to the choir, Fabio.  That's why we're taking the whole "superhero" trip.

Blackest Terror
The world deserves better.

Street Ghost (ghostly)
Word.



Page Fifteen

5 panels
2 rows

1 on top
4 on the bottom

15.1
Odin materializes in the center of the Mexican restaurant on an armored, 8 legged horse.  He's in 
full battle armor and has a raven perched upon either shoulder.

raven (black word balloon, white text)
Kaw!

raven (black word balloon, white text)
Kaw!

Odin
My boy.

15.2
Odin hops off of his horse.

Thor
Father.

15.3
Street Ghost quirks a brow, points at the reader (Odin).

Street Ghost (ghostly)
Does that horse have eight legs?

15.4
Blackest Terror pulls two guns on Odin.

Blackest Terror
Play it cool, Santa Claus. 

15.5
Odin has a hand raised, palm flat towards B.T.  

Terror's gun is hovering inches away from it (Odin used telekinesis to disarm Blackest Terror).

Odin
Don't embarass yourself.



Page Sixteen

5 panels
2 rows

1 on top
4 on the bottom

16.1
Odin points at Thor.  It's an angry version of The Creation of Adam (http://media-
3.web.britannica.com/eb-media/77/2577-004-DA7549AE.jpg).  

Odin
I banished you to this realm so that you could experience firsthand the horrors of a people 

indifferent to the virtue of strength!  And this is what happens?

Odin
You break bread with them?

Thor
Maybe strength isn't just the ability to crush one's physically inferior enemies under one's heals.

Thor
Maybe strength is getting out of bed everyday in a world without the promise of the glory of 

Valhalla, where existence is defined by resistance and it's been so long since a proper God has 
visited that your first instinct is to point a gun at it when you see one. 

16.2
Street Ghost has his hand on Blackest Terror's shoulder, holding him back.

Street Ghost
We should probably sit this one out, B.T.

Street Ghost
He's got this.

16.3
Close-up on Thor's face.  He's screaming.  There's spittle. Bulging neck veins.  

Thor
These people of Earth know strength that would make Asgard tremble.

16.4
Close-up on Odin's face.  Same Liefeldin expression.  He's hissing commands at his son through 
clenched teeth.

Odin
It's time to come home, my son.

Odin
You have had your fun.

http://media-3.web.britannica.com/eb-media/77/2577-004-DA7549AE.jpg
http://media-3.web.britannica.com/eb-media/77/2577-004-DA7549AE.jpg


16.5
Close-up on Thor.  Seething rage.

Thor
I say thee nay.

 



Page Seventeen

3 panels
2 rows

1 on top 
2 on the bottom

17.1
Odin

You would stay here then, wasting away in the mortal realm?  

Odin
Living as mortals do?  Slave to their customs, their laws, their physics?

Odin
Eating "burritos" and defending those too weak to deserve your mercy, let alone your salvation?

17.2
Thor looks down at his feet.  He's thinking hard.  Concentrating.

Thor
...

17.3
Thor looks at the reader (his father) intsenely, resolute.  Not angry, not even flashily defiant—just 
sure.

Thor
Aye.



Page Eighteen

4 panels
2 rows

1 on top
3 on the bottom

18.1
Odin points at Thor with an outstretched arm.  Thor hovers six feet off the ground.  All of Thor's 
electric aura powers flow out of him and into the tip of Odin's outstretched finger.

The process looks painful.

Odin looks disapointed and sad.
Odin

So be it.
18.2
Worm's-eye-view.  Odin has lowered his arm.  Thor has fallen to the ground (injuring his knee, and 
therefore feeling real pain for the first time in his life).

Thor looks up at Odin with the eyes of a frightened child.  He's kneeling.

Odin
I leave you a mere mortal.

18.3
Odin spits on his kneeling son.  Disdainful.

Odin
May it fit you better than Godhood.

Odin
...

Odin
I shudder to think how farther a man could fall.

SFX (near spit)
*ptew*

18.4
Odin wipes Thor's spittle off of his cheek with the back of his hand.

Thor's eyes turn hard, angry.



Page Nineteen 

5 panels
3 rows

3 on top
1 in thw middle
1 on the bottom

19.1
Odin is back atop his eight legged horse.  He has his back to us and is riding his horse through a 
dimensional portal that has opened in the middle of the restaurant, through which Asgard can be 
glimpsed.

It looks as if someone tore a hole in the fabric of space/time.

Odin's ravens soar into the portal ahead of him, leading the way.

Raven (black balloon, white text)
Kaw!

19.2
Blackest Terror and Street Ghost each have taken one of Thor's hands and are helping raise him to 
his feet.

Blackest Terror
Jesus Christ, man...

Blackest Terror
I'm sorry.

Blackest Terror
If it helps at all, my dad was pretty much--

19.3
Thor looks down at his feet.  His eyes are obscured by shadows.

Thor
It doesn't.  

Thor
It doesn't help at all...

Thor
But thank you.  I appreciate the effort.

19.4
Thor has shaken it off.  He looks up at his companions with a big dopey grin on his face.  

Thor pushes some stray strands of hair off his forehead with his hand. 



Thor
So, tell me...

Thor
(You're the experts)

Thor
What comes next?

19.5
Blackest Terror has an arm around Thor's shoulders.  

Blackest Terror
I'm going to be straight with you, brother--The thing about mortal life is that it hurts.  Constantly.  

Blackest Terror
Our muscles have to tear before they can grow.  We have to fall ill before we can develop an 

immunity.  We have to experience loss before we can appreciate posession.

Blackest Terror
It's a built-in failsafe that prevents the weak of will from doing anything impactful.



Page Twenty

5 panels
3 rows

2 on top
1 in the center
2 on the bottom

20.1
Thor has both hands raised near the center of his chest.  His fingers are pointing upwards.  He's 
staring down into his palms.  Examining his mortal form.

Thor (small)
Father...

Thor (smaller)
What have I done?

20.2
Street Ghost has a hand  on Thor's shoulder.  He's smiling and gently encouraging his new buddy.

Street Ghost (ghostly)
Before I was a...you know...I was an athlete.  We had an old saying: "pain is just weakness leaving 

the body".  

Street Ghost (ghostly)
Life isn't about pain.  It's about progress.  Pain is just its price.

Street Ghost (ghostly)
Sooner or later (probably sooner) something'll come along that forces your mind off your past 

decisions and demands your attention in the present.  

Street Ghost (ghostly)
It's way life works.

Street Ghost (ghostly)
(the afterlife, too).

20.3
Thor brightens up.  He pats Street Ghost on the back as a gesture of friendship, but it's such a 
mighty blow that it knocks the wind out of Street Ghost.  Thor doesn't even notice.

Thor
There's a secret that only Gods know...

Thor
Do you know why the mortal realms exist?  Do you know why your people are allowed to age and 

wither and die, while mine are born with washboard abs and a silver spoon in their mouths?

Thor
Because nothing grows in the realms eternal.  



20.4
A random dude comes running int the burrito joint.

Random Dude
Holy shit!

Random Dude
Giant robots!

20.5
Our three heroes share a knowing glance and a smirk.

Black Terror pulls his gun, Thor raises his hammer, Street Ghost stretches his arms.  



Page Twenty One

1 panel

A giant retro-lookin' robot with a giant lightbulb for a head and a massive swastika painted on its 
chest flails its telescopic limbs into a bunch of buildings.  

Our three heroes are standing near its feet (on top of the Mexican food restuarant roof) , looking up 
at it.  They're small as bugs.

SFX (near smashed buildings)
CRASH!

SFX (near smashed buildings)
CRASH!



Page Twenty Two

2 panels
2 rows

1 on top
1 on the bottom

22.1
Bird's-eye-view of our three heroes looking up at the robot.  Blackest Terror has his guns pointed at 
it, Thor is holding his hammer like a baseball bat, Street Ghost cracks his knuckles dramatically. 

Blackest Terror
What's our first move, gentlemen?

Thor
How about you two teach me to live as a man...

22.2
Bird's-eye-view.  Thor jumps up at the reader (the robot), propelled by the swing of his hammer.  

Blackest Terror is firing his guns.

Street Ghost is leaping off of the roof.
Thor

And I show you how to fight like a God!


